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Too Much Talk
Paul Revere and The Raiders

Too Much Talk:Paul Revere And The Raiders.
#11 on Cash Box Top 100 and #19 on Billboard in 1968.

INTRO: A..A E(x3)

#1.
A                    C#m                   C
Read the news in the Times today, said the world is goin  round.
(world is goin  round.)
A                 C#m                     C
I don t care what somebody said, somebody always puts  em down.
(always puts  em down.)
A              C#m                     C              E
Red or yellow, black or white..are you left-handed or are you right?
         A                      C#m
When you open your eyes can you see the light?
       C                        E
Do you wake up screamin  in the middle of the night?

CHORUS:
D
Too much talk, and not enough action,
       F#
do you know anybody gettin  satisfaction?
A#
Everbody wonders  bout the crowd s reaction.
        C                      E
And the world gets better by a very small fraction.

#2.
     A               C#m               C
Turn around till you see a face and it won t be very long..
(won t be very long.)
A                    C#m                  C
someone soon will be in your place and it won t be very wrong,
(won t be very wrong.)
A              C#m                     C              E
Red or yellow, black or white..are you left-handed or are you right?
         A                      C#m
When you open your eyes can you see the light?
       C                        E
Do you wake up screamin  in the middle of the night?

CHORUS:
D
Too much talk, and not enough action,
F#



do you know anybody gettin  satisfaction?
A#
Everbody wonders  bout the crowd s reaction.
        C                      E
And the world gets better by a very small fraction.

BRIDGE:
A                              D
Now s our chance to change the world..
                      F          E
change the world with love, with love.

CHORUS:
D
Too much talk, and not enough action,
F#
do you know anybody gettin  satisfaction?
A#
Everbody wonders  bout the crowd s reaction.
        C                      E
And the world gets better by a very small fraction.

OUTRO:
D
Too much talk, and not enough action,
F#
do you know anybody gettin  satisfaction?
A#
Everbody wonders  bout the crowd s reaction.
        C                      E
And the world gets better by a very small fraction..(Fade.)

A sixties smash from Kraziekhat.


